I have had I think a prophetic dream.
Part 4

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 08:54 AM
lol
none of these bible boys seem to bright
- "please pin my thread about my dream with an ang4el that said peace is good"
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27869363

So your advocating war, death, destruction, as a way of life. I think its obvious who you serve.

DaddysGirl
User ID: 25203105
United States
11/17/2012 08:55 AM

I 'know' that God IS love - unconditional love. I 'know' that when the whole world is against
someone for something they did wrong, God is with them, crying empathetically, and feels their
pain. God is the sacrificial, unconditional love, we have in our hearts for our children. He is the
One that put that love there. That sacrificial love is what He is all about. Hate is totally the
opposite of what He is, but being that He is 'all in all' His Word says that He does hate. If you
choose to believe that the Bible is not His Word, that is a personal issue between you and God.
When I used the word 'hate' it came from Proverbs 6.
These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
17 A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
19 A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren.
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If you have a problem with the wording, then you need to take it up with Him.
As for the original issue in this thread, I do believe that a person can dream or see visions. It
happens to 'Christians' and 'non-Christians' alike all of the time, especially in these last days.
I am not God and therefore will NOT judge whether this dream is about an angel or devil. Only
God can judge that. We all need to stop putting ourselves higher than someone else and elevate
others ABOVE ourselves.
When we judge this man for what he dreamed, how is that walking in love or elevating anything
but ourselves, thinking that WE know it all?
I wish this thread was dropped. It has only caused strife and discourse amongst us. That was not
it's intention...
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Only other believers are your "brethren", everyone else is your "neighbor". You need to
understand the difference.
Many work for the dark side.......they are not your brothers. Candace is one of them. I love her, but
I will speak out against her lies, and she knows it.
I have no hostility twords her personally, in fact I hope that someday she will join the winning
team.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, I KNOW you mean well. You STRIVE to be 'right'. You feed on it when it comes to these
threads. You feel that it is your duty to get people saved and to know the truth.
However, look back at the replies on this thread and possibly others. Look at the 'ripple' effect it is
having on those who read it. Are your words drawing people 'TO' God and Christ or 'AWAY' from
Him?
When you are His child, His love abounds in your heart and you see things from His point of view.
You then STRIVE for peace amongst everyone. Jesus died for ALL mankind, not just certain
ones, so I don't look at anyone but as my brother because Jesus died for everyone, not just
Christians.
All I'm asking is to take a break and pray and ask God if this is what He wants for you. Is this the
way He wants you to handle this? Ask Him if you are drawing people 'to' Him or 'away' from Him?
Walk in love Lisa and put down your ego and who 'Lisa' is. It's not about us...it's about Him and
His love for EVERYONE....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 21195758
United States
11/17/2012 08:56 AM
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I have read only some of the replies.
First of all, my heart felt 'thank you' for posting this message. You did what you were told to do
and hopefully the message will be received from the people who are supposed to hear it.
Secondly, anytime you have a dream or vision, and you have any doubt about it, take the matter
to your Father/Creator yourself and ask Him if the message was from Him.
Never ask another person that is here on the earth, because none of us know much of anything
really. We all grow spiritually at different rates just as we grow from an infant to a senior citizen.
Everyone is at different levels of growth and therefore not everyone will understand. Therefore,
when you are attacked for a message you post, remember to give those people 'grace' and love
them from our Father's point of view - unconditionally.
I hope you won't be discouraged from posting anything else you might see or hear. But just don't
forget to ask our Father, who will lead you into all truth....His Spirit is within you and that is what
He is here to do...
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Just curious, if you talk of spiritual grace and love etc., yet you choose an avatar that is using the
hush symbolism of the dark ones, it even sports the black sun in the background.
People are either confused, wolves in sheep's clothing or totally bipolar.
People cannot hide who they are by the imagery they choose to represent themselves!!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6446749

Since my 'avatar' is bothered by some of you, let me explain why I chose it...
In 1998 and 1999 I had two separate dreams.
In one dream, there was a wedding taking place in a sanctuary. Everyone was wearing
maroon/purple colored dress/attire. They were all seated and ready for a very special wedding to
take place. I was behind the sanctuary, in the forum, where someone was behind me and placed
on me a white garment (as like being knitted with holes) over the maroon garment I also was
wearing like everyone in the sanctuary.
This person also put white shoes on my feet and instructed me to go down the aisle. I went down
the aisle to the front of the sanctuary. At the front, where the choir is usually seated, were people
sitting there in plain clothing, facing the people in maroon, also waiting for the wedding to take
place. But the wedding didn’t happen because the bride wasn’t ready.
I went back up the other aisle of the sanctuary to the bridal chamber (behind the sanctuary) where
the bride was getting ready. I came up to her from behind and zipped up her dress and left the
room.
I went back into the forum (the bridal chamber had a door on both sides) where, through a glass
wall, there were people, in a separate part of the building, were buying and selling items on tables
that were old and worthless. The items had sale tags on them and these people were giving great
value to these items and couldn’t see that they were worth nothing.
They had no idea, even though they could see through the glass, that a wedding was about to
take place, or else they knew and didn’t care. They were too caught up in buying and selling of
these worthless items on the tables.
In another dream, I stood out on my backyard porch at night and looked into the eastern sky.
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There was a huge round object that looked like a sun or a moon. It was HUGE! Then, from a more
eastern direction, there came another round object, of equal size, that moved toward the first
round object until it totally covered it, like an eclipse. At the moment they overlapped one another,
something happened that frightened me to the very core of my being, but I don’t know what it was,
I only felt the fear. I thought at the time it was a worldwide earthquake. I immediately looked at my
hands and knew that my body was changing. Before I had time to do anything else, my body was
being lifted up off the ground.
So hopefully now people will understand why I picked both of these pictures as they depict my
dreams - not because I am obsessed with Illuminati murals.

I hope this issue can rest now....
Quoting: DaddysGirl

I too was at the wedding feast in a magnificent more than real dream.
The 2nd is Eternity past and Eternity future consuming time and space at Christs' return.
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/17/2012 08:57 AM

Uriel is revered as a Saint in the Catholic Church
Saint Uriel the Archangel
googled
pics in previous post
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

[link to 7archangels.info]
St. Uriel - the Fire of God
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn

Matches her description so much.
Beautiful rendition of the Angel.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 08:58 AM
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I 'know' that God IS love - unconditional love. I 'know' that when the whole world is against
someone for something they did wrong, God is with them, crying empathetically, and feels their
pain. God is the sacrificial, unconditional love, we have in our hearts for our children. He is the
One that put that love there. That sacrificial love is what He is all about. Hate is totally the
opposite of what He is, but being that He is 'all in all' His Word says that He does hate. If you
choose to believe that the Bible is not His Word, that is a personal issue between you and God.
When I used the word 'hate' it came from Proverbs 6.
These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
17 A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
19 A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren.
If you have a problem with the wording, then you need to take it up with Him.
As for the original issue in this thread, I do believe that a person can dream or see visions. It
happens to 'Christians' and 'non-Christians' alike all of the time, especially in these last days.
I am not God and therefore will NOT judge whether this dream is about an angel or devil. Only
God can judge that. We all need to stop putting ourselves higher than someone else and elevate
others ABOVE ourselves.
When we judge this man for what he dreamed, how is that walking in love or elevating anything
but ourselves, thinking that WE know it all?
I wish this thread was dropped. It has only caused strife and discourse amongst us. That was not
it's intention...
Quoting: DaddysGirl
This thread should not be dropped, its a 4d thread. We are in 4 d where people must voice their
opinions, the good the bad the ugly and both the ugly and the good raised their heads here. I
need to review the rest of it since I went to bed early, I was called to my night job up there.
This is AA Uriel in this thread, who is heavily involved with Michael of Nebadon on this world.
Michael incarnated at Jesus 2000 years ago and is returned. HE IS FATHEr GOD OF NEBADON
and the only Creator Son to ever return personally to a world after a bestowal to help assist it out
of darkness. Creator sons don't even come to Worlds this DARK, so be went against the customs
of his order.
There are many of us from Paradise and other high places on my global team. We have other
MIchael Sons working on becoming Creator Sons here, we have mighty messengers working on
becoming Creator Sons, (ME), we have Daynals, We have ones not id'd as to order yet, We have
Melchizedeks like the wondrous Hazel whose work with Uriel I have posted in this thread, and
many many more. YOu have NO Idea who walks this world in MEAT SUITS amonst you and OUR
love of you to cause us to come and walk in these uncomfortable body forms on this
uncomfortable world. And most of you could care less.
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The thread needs to cause strife and discord, for that is how truth manistest. This is 4d and if you
don't strife you will not find the truth that leads to 5d, which is when the Father has manifested on
the world. It is NECESSARY to get thru it. It is good for you. For many, it will cause their hundalini
rise, which is the baptism of the Holy Spirit. You ones are supposed to rise up for goodness and
that process is not going well because people are either lazy, don't care, or don't know what to
stand up for.
Look at the mess of this world just since 911 and every body old enough to post here does
remember 911. The last I was updated a couple years ago, as to exact numbers, you have all
allowed the genocide of 20 million in the MIddle east and that was before Eygpt, Libya and teh
current Syria and now todays new war. When are you american citizens going to stop YOUR
GOVERNMENT from Genocide by WAR and the destruction of the Holy Mother Planet? this is
your HOME. And you allow its destruction by war and pollution because I guess you are either
don't give a shits, or don't know.
You will stand up in your godhood or you won't. And its your decision. Because of the extensive
propaganda by the extra dark expert thugs on this world, you will be given quite a grace period to
learn WHAT IS RIGHT. You are enslaved terribly and go around pronouncing you are free. WHAT
THE FUCK on that one, FREE???????????????
Now, you are enslaved by the money system hugely. Worlds in which the Father has manifested
don't use MONEY. They just all pitch in. I have not been able to run a successful NO MONEY
thread anywhere on the net, which includes even my own forum. I would ask all of you reading
this to note what you never had because there was no money. God knowing worlds have all they
need. and they work together to that purpose.
How many of you are employed by the government or defense industry because you need money
to buy food? Since when should MONEY be needed to EAT?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, why don't you stay in your own threads, you know, the ones where you ban everyone that is
not a Christian. Hypocrite.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 08:58 AM
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I 'know' that God IS love - unconditional love. I 'know' that when the whole world is against
someone for something they did wrong, God is with them, crying empathetically, and feels their
pain. God is the sacrificial, unconditional love, we have in our hearts for our children. He is the
One that put that love there. That sacrificial love is what He is all about. Hate is totally the
opposite of what He is, but being that He is 'all in all' His Word says that He does hate. If you
choose to believe that the Bible is not His Word, that is a personal issue between you and God.
When I used the word 'hate' it came from Proverbs 6.
These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
17 A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
19 A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren.
If you have a problem with the wording, then you need to take it up with Him.
As for the original issue in this thread, I do believe that a person can dream or see visions. It
happens to 'Christians' and 'non-Christians' alike all of the time, especially in these last days.
I am not God and therefore will NOT judge whether this dream is about an angel or devil. Only
God can judge that. We all need to stop putting ourselves higher than someone else and elevate
others ABOVE ourselves.
When we judge this man for what he dreamed, how is that walking in love or elevating anything
but ourselves, thinking that WE know it all?
I wish this thread was dropped. It has only caused strife and discourse amongst us. That was not
it's intention...
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Only other believers are your "brethren", everyone else is your "neighbor". You need to
understand the difference.
Many work for the dark side.......they are not your brothers. Candace is one of them. I love her, but
I will speak out against her lies, and she knows it.
I have no hostility twords her personally, in fact I hope that someday she will join the winning
team.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Lisa, I KNOW you mean well. You STRIVE to be 'right'. You feed on it when it comes to these
threads. You feel that it is your duty to get people saved and to know the truth.
However, look back at the replies on this thread and possibly others. Look at the 'ripple' effect it is
having on those who read it. Are your words drawing people 'TO' God and Christ or 'AWAY' from
Him?
When you are His child, His love abounds in your heart and you see things from His point of view.
You then STRIVE for peace amongst everyone. Jesus died for ALL mankind, not just certain
ones, so I don't look at anyone but as my brother because Jesus died for everyone, not just
Christians.
All I'm asking is to take a break and pray and ask God if this is what He wants for you. Is this the
way He wants you to handle this? Ask Him if you are drawing people 'to' Him or 'away' from Him?
Walk in love Lisa and put down your ego and who 'Lisa' is. It's not about us...it's about Him and
His love for EVERYONE....
Quoting: DaddysGirl

The Lord wants His Truth to be told, for His light to be shone on the darkness. That is what He
wants.
This is not about me, or my ego. Don't make assumptions when you truly don't know my
intentions, my heart, or my personal relationship with the Father.
Walking in real Love is sharing truth with others that are falling into the pit. Real love tells them the
truth so that they are made aware of it. Real love doesn't tell everyone that satan's lies are ok. No
way.
Love the person, but hate the sin and deceptions. Ask the Lord about this yourself, He will tell you.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 08:59 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Just remember Lisa, you may not be here when they show up. And if you "Pass" the grace of the
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3 Days of Darkness and are still here, you will then be deciding. wishing you the best. Jesus is
here embodied at this time. Having a semi spirit meat suit, he does indeed need a space ship. NO
BODIES CAN FLY IN COLD SPACE BELOVED. THAT IS WHY THE RAPTURE CANNOT
OCCUR AS YOU POST IT AND WHY JESUS WILL NOT BE RIDING HORSES WITH HIS
ANGELS ACROSS THE CLOUDS. HORSES NEED TO BREATHE TOO. GROW OUT OF THE
STUPID LISA, FOR YOU ARE TRULY DEMONSTRATING IT HERE, WHEN WILL YOU FEEL
EMBARRASSED ENOUGH TO THINK? FOR THAT IS WHAT I AM TRYING TO DO HERE, TO
GET YOU TO THINK. ITS ABSENT. AND THINKING IS OF GOD. AND THIS WORLD WILL NOT
SURVIVE WELL UNTIL PEOPLE DO LEARN TO ACTUALLY THINK AND STOP USING THE
COPY PASTE OF WHAT THEY WERE RAISED IN BY THEIR CULTURES,
CHRISTIANITY, PARTICULARLY CHRISTIAN ZIONISM/EVANGELICALISM IS THE MOST
DANGEROUS FORCE TO THE MANIFESTATION OF GOD ON THIS WORLD. I KNOW OF
WHAT I SPEAK ON THAT ONE. NOW START GETTING SMART BELOVED IT WILL BEHOVE
YOU TO DO SO. GOD PROMISED TEACHING AGAIN FOR THE END TIMES AND YOU AND
OTHERS ARE STILL STUCK IN THE OLD MUCKED UP INCOMPLETE TEACHINGS OF THE
OLD TIMES.
YOU LIVE IN A MODERN WORLD, GIFTED IN FACT BY THE ANGELS OF THE LORD
MANIFESTED HERE, AND THE INTERNET IS PROOF ALONE OF THAT. YOU WOULD NOT
HAVE IT TO PLAY IN YOUR SANDBOX HERE. SLAMMING ME BACK WITH THE STUPID
STATEMENT YOU MADE ABOVE IS PROOF YOU ARE NOT IN THE PRIME YOU COULD BE.
GO BACK TO YOUR SANDBOX
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 08:59 AM
I 'know' that God IS love - unconditional love. I 'know' that when the whole world is against
someone for something they did wrong, God is with them, crying empathetically, and feels their
pain. God is the sacrificial, unconditional love, we have in our hearts for our children. He is the
One that put that love there. That sacrificial love is what He is all about. Hate is totally the
opposite of what He is, but being that He is 'all in all' His Word says that He does hate. If you
choose to believe that the Bible is not His Word, that is a personal issue between you and God.
When I used the word 'hate' it came from Proverbs 6.
These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
17 A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
19 A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren.
If you have a problem with the wording, then you need to take it up with Him.
As for the original issue in this thread, I do believe that a person can dream or see visions. It
happens to 'Christians' and 'non-Christians' alike all of the time, especially in these last days.
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I am not God and therefore will NOT judge whether this dream is about an angel or devil. Only
God can judge that. We all need to stop putting ourselves higher than someone else and elevate
others ABOVE ourselves.
When we judge this man for what he dreamed, how is that walking in love or elevating anything
but ourselves, thinking that WE know it all?
I wish this thread was dropped. It has only caused strife and discourse amongst us. That was not
it's intention...
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Only other believers are your "brethren", everyone else is your "neighbor". You need to
understand the difference.
Many work for the dark side.......they are not your brothers. Candace is one of them. I love her, but
I will speak out against her lies, and she knows it.
I have no hostility twords her personally, in fact I hope that someday she will join the winning
team.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, I KNOW you mean well. You STRIVE to be 'right'. You feed on it when it comes to these
threads. You feel that it is your duty to get people saved and to know the truth.
However, look back at the replies on this thread and possibly others. Look at the 'ripple' effect it is
having on those who read it. Are your words drawing people 'TO' God and Christ or 'AWAY' from
Him?
When you are His child, His love abounds in your heart and you see things from His point of view.
You then STRIVE for peace amongst everyone. Jesus died for ALL mankind, not just certain
ones, so I don't look at anyone but as my brother because Jesus died for everyone, not just
Christians.
All I'm asking is to take a break and pray and ask God if this is what He wants for you. Is this the
way He wants you to handle this? Ask Him if you are drawing people 'to' Him or 'away' from Him?
Walk in love Lisa and put down your ego and who 'Lisa' is. It's not about us...it's about Him and
His love for EVERYONE....
Quoting: DaddysGirl

We are to be known, recognized, by our Love
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:00 AM
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Lisa, why don't you stay in your own threads, you know, the ones where you ban everyone that is
not a Christian. Hypocrite.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

There are a total of 6 people on my ban list. So far today, there have been a total of 460,642 on
GLP.
You do the math.........hypocrite.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 09:01 AM
Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27604441
United States
11/17/2012 09:01 AM
Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
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I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

rapture?
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:01 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Just remember Lisa, you may not be here when they show up. And if you "Pass" the grace of the
3 Days of Darkness and are still here, you will then be deciding. wishing you the best. Jesus is
here embodied at this time. Having a semi spirit meat suit, he does indeed need a space ship. NO
BODIES CAN FLY IN COLD SPACE BELOVED. THAT IS WHY THE RAPTURE CANNOT
OCCUR AS YOU POST IT AND WHY JESUS WILL NOT BE RIDING HORSES WITH HIS
ANGELS ACROSS THE CLOUDS. HORSES NEED TO BREATHE TOO. GROW OUT OF THE
STUPID LISA, FOR YOU ARE TRULY DEMONSTRATING IT HERE, WHEN WILL YOU FEEL
EMBARRASSED ENOUGH TO THINK? FOR THAT IS WHAT I AM TRYING TO DO HERE, TO
GET YOU TO THINK. ITS ABSENT. AND THINKING IS OF GOD. AND THIS WORLD WILL NOT
SURVIVE WELL UNTIL PEOPLE DO LEARN TO ACTUALLY THINK AND STOP USING THE
COPY PASTE OF WHAT THEY WERE RAISED IN BY THEIR CULTURES,
CHRISTIANITY, PARTICULARLY CHRISTIAN ZIONISM/EVANGELICALISM IS THE MOST
DANGEROUS FORCE TO THE MANIFESTATION OF GOD ON THIS WORLD. I KNOW OF
WHAT I SPEAK ON THAT ONE. NOW START GETTING SMART BELOVED IT WILL BEHOVE
YOU TO DO SO. GOD PROMISED TEACHING AGAIN FOR THE END TIMES AND YOU AND
OTHERS ARE STILL STUCK IN THE OLD MUCKED UP INCOMPLETE TEACHINGS OF THE
OLD TIMES.
YOU LIVE IN A MODERN WORLD, GIFTED IN FACT BY THE ANGELS OF THE LORD
MANIFESTED HERE, AND THE INTERNET IS PROOF ALONE OF THAT. YOU WOULD NOT
HAVE IT TO PLAY IN YOUR SANDBOX HERE. SLAMMING ME BACK WITH THE STUPID
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STATEMENT YOU MADE ABOVE IS PROOF YOU ARE NOT IN THE PRIME YOU COULD BE.
GO BACK TO YOUR SANDBOX
Quoting: God Loves ALL

There is 0% truth in your posts Candace.
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/17/2012 09:03 AM

What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

They said that their presence will be noticed. They are intervening already they said to disactivate
conflict. They said it just simply is not permitted.
They looked very beautiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

What a privilege to see such an agent of God.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:04 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
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God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:05 AM

What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

They said that their presence will be noticed. They are intervening already they said to disactivate
conflict. They said it just simply is not permitted.
They looked very beautiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

What a privilege to see such an agent of God.
Quoting: Angel Helper

BLESSED ARE YOU ANGEL HELPER! OP WAS VERY BRAVE TO COME AND POST IT HERE
TOO.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 09:06 AM
Lisa, why don't you stay in your own threads, you know, the ones where you ban everyone that is
not a Christian. Hypocrite.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

There are a total of 6 people on my ban list. So far today, there have been a total of 460,642 on
GLP.
You do the math.........hypocrite.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Even if that # of people were true, which it isin't, not everyone wants to read your poisons threads,
& those who do want to pass a comment that disagree with you are quickly banned. You have foot
& mouth disease. Wake up & look in the mirror.
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God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:07 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa if it was offered to YOU to board a craft, it would be because of the world shifting and should
that happen no one would live but the plants thru it, so I would suggest boarding ship unless you
prefer death to your body by volcanism and then it will be too late to even take you soul off the
planet, they will be gone. Ponder that one.
You are aiding your devils lisa. Grow up into knowledge of how the cosmos works or stay stupid,
its your choice. There have been many of this world giving the truth the last 130 or so years.
Shame you don't wish to partake of that and prefer the outdated and deliberately mucked up bible
to the truth. The bible has tiny bits of truth in it, and you don't even understand those, like the one
where Jesus says Heaven and God are WITHIN YOU.
If you cannot quickly grow up you are in for a lot of incarnations on other planets for the stupid
until you do grow up. Imagine many more lies in bodies like these meat suits before you come into
god knowledge. God will give you as long, even all of eternity to get there.
Jesus beloved, left Israel by craft after he survived the crucifixion. He was dropped on in
Damascus. His body is buried in Srinagar Kashmir. Now if you had read PJ #2 you would "know"
that, but I guess you would reject even those words, you are so un open to your personal growth.
You posted in another thread the last day or two how much you have been self studying, but we
sure don't see the evidence of that here .
Here is the translation of the notes Judas Kept who was not the betrayer, Juda Iharioth was the
betrayer not Judas. Jesus speaks also in this book. you have not read it YET beloved, why not
take the day off and do so. It could change everything for you. [link to www.freewebs.com]
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Also the regiven laws given to Moses here. Only 10 of the 20 given survived. [link to
tweeofmeer.webs.com] this is the work of the return Jesus and a couple of others.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:08 AM

Lisa, why don't you stay in your own threads, you know, the ones where you ban everyone that is
not a Christian. Hypocrite.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

There are a total of 6 people on my ban list. So far today, there have been a total of 460,642 on
GLP.
You do the math.........hypocrite.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Even if that # of people were true, which it isin't,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yes, it is 100% truth. Ask Trinity, he probably has the ability to see it.
The ones who are banned cry the loudest because they aren't allowed to continue to spew their
hate. They rage like animals.
Just a fact......sad tho.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 09:09 AM
What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

They said that their presence will be noticed. They are intervening already they said to disactivate
conflict. They said it just simply is not permitted.
They looked very beautiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
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What a privilege to see such an agent of God.
Quoting: Angel Helper

BLESSED ARE YOU ANGEL HELPER! OP WAS VERY BRAVE TO COME AND POST IT HERE
TOO.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Indeed! Against all the creepy poisonous posters here. I sense jealousy here among certain
posters, because they were not given the dream. There arrogance blinds them.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:10 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa if it was offered to YOU to board a craft, it would be because of the world shifting and should
that happen no one would live but the plants thru it, so I would suggest boarding ship unless you
prefer death to your body by volcanism and then it will be too late to even take you soul off the
planet, they will be gone. Ponder that one.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Nope........more lies Candace. I'll never fall for it. God will protect me here and now with His Holy
Spirit. Just like it says in the Bible and many examples in the Bible of true and real Holy Spirit
protection.
The 3 hebrews in the fire were not burned. That is the real power of God. Many other examples
too, too many to list.
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Enoch
User ID: 27532716
Spain
11/17/2012 09:10 AM
Siempre hemos estado entre vosotros, pues sois nuestros Hijoa/Hermanos. En estos difíciles
momentos, que se remontan a varias décadas, nuestra asistencia ha sido mayor.
Es tiempo de recoger la cosecha, pues en breve, de no hacerlo, no quedará un justo sobre este
planeta.
No os preocupéis sobre la forma en que se actuará, pues son muchas y acordes a cada uno de
vosotros si ha de ser.
Profundizar en vuestro trabajo, que no es otro que el de conoceros a vosotros mismos y
establecer un nexo de comunión con vuestro real ser, pues no debéis olvidar que "vosotros sois
dioses".
Esa esencia divina os hace inmortales si trabajáis para hacerla resplandecer.
El Amor hacia vuestros semejantes os hará grandes y aptos para ser parte de la cosecha.
Aún en los momentos mas duros permanecer serenos y dispuestos a que vuestro Padre os guíe,
aún más alla de la muerte, que En Verdad no existe, pues es solo un tránsito.
Aunque el cielo se abra o rompa como un pergamino, la luna se torne roja como señal de
sangrienta guerra y sucesos apocalípticos, y el sol se oscurezca por tres o más días, mantener la
calma pues estaremos con vosotros.
Vuestro pasaporte para ascender es el Amor al Padre y a vuestros semejantes, así como la
serenidad en los momentos más difíciles.
Practicar el Perdón hacia los demás y mantener la humildad, sencillez, paciencia y perseverancia
en vuestros actos.
Vuestra perfección radica en vuestra esencia, la cual es divina, refugiaros en ella a través de la
meditación y la oración.
Prepararos y llegaréis a buen puerto.
Ámen. AMEN

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 09:13 AM
Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yet again, you prove how stupid you really are.
If I decide to get on a spaceship or not, it will not be because of anything you have said. What part
of "free will" do you not understand???
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:14 AM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yet again, you prove how stupid you really are.
If I decide to get on a spaceship or not, it will not be because of anything you have said. What part
of "free will" do you not understand???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Of course you have the free will to decide, but if you do, it will be a terrible mistake.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:17 AM

Lisa, why don't you stay in your own threads, you know, the ones where you ban everyone that is
not a Christian. Hypocrite.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

There are a total of 6 people on my ban list. So far today, there have been a total of 460,642 on
GLP.
You do the math.........hypocrite.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Even if that # of people were true, which it isin't,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yes, it is 100% truth. Ask Trinity, he probably has the ability to see it.
The ones who are banned cry the loudest because they aren't allowed to continue to spew their
hate. They rage like animals.
Just a fact......sad tho.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

all of us can see it Lisa. I was for a time the only one. actually there are two memberhips banned
here: God Loves ALL and
T Ceti H.C. Radnarg so your other 4 must be AC's. which don't have accounts, so they don't
show.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:18 AM
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...

There are a total of 6 people on my ban list. So far today, there have been a total of 460,642 on
GLP.
You do the math.........hypocrite.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Even if that # of people were true, which it isin't,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yes, it is 100% truth. Ask Trinity, he probably has the ability to see it.
The ones who are banned cry the loudest because they aren't allowed to continue to spew their
hate. They rage like animals.
Just a fact......sad tho.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

all of us can see it Lisa. I was for a time the only one. actually there are two memberhips banned
here: God Loves ALL and
T Ceti H.C. Radnarg so your other 4 must be AC's. which don't have accounts, so they don't
show.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Correct.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:19 AM

...

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855
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Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa if it was offered to YOU to board a craft, it would be because of the world shifting and should
that happen no one would live but the plants thru it, so I would suggest boarding ship unless you
prefer death to your body by volcanism and then it will be too late to even take you soul off the
planet, they will be gone. Ponder that one.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Nope........more lies Candace. I'll never fall for it. God will protect me here and now with His Holy
Spirit. Just like it says in the Bible and many examples in the Bible of true and real Holy Spirit
protection.
The 3 hebrews in the fire were not burned. That is the real power of God. Many other examples
too, too many to list.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/17/2012 09:21 AM

This is what I saw. But no rainbow. His right hand raised. No book but a sword. And the feet the
left over the sea
Excerpt. Rest at link
SAW another strong Angel coming down out of Heaven, clothed with a cloud; and the rainbow
was upon his head, and his face was like the Sun, and his feet like pillars of fire;
2 and he had in his hand a Little Book which was open. He placed his right foot on the sea and his
left on the land;
3 and he cried out with a loud voice, as when a lion roars; and when he had cried out, the Seven
Peals of Thunder uttered their voices.
4 When the Seven Peals of Thunder had spoken, I was about to write; and I heard a voice from
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Heaven saying, "Seal up the things which the Seven Peals of Thunder have spoken and do not
write them."
5 Then the Angel whom I saw standing on the sea and on the land lifted up his right hand to
Heaven,
6 and swore by Him who lives forever and ever, WHO CREATED HEAVEN AND THE THINGS IN
IT, AND THE EARTH AND THE THINGS IN IT, AND THE SEA AND THE THINGS IN IT, that
there will be delay no longer,
7 but in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to sound, then the Mystery of
God is finished, as He preached to His servants the prophets

[link to www.tribulation.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
WOW, I so believe all is possible with God and I believe YOU saw and herd what was meant for
you to hear and see and I believe it was ordained from God.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:21 AM

Lisa, this is the bible quote I asked you to respond to here: Thread: Questions I Wish to Ask of
Christians (Page 3)
This is all about the kundalini that must be risen for the holy spirit to manifest within you. Since
you "believe" Kundalini is "demons" I guess you don't wish to have the Holy Spirit, to do the work
it takes to manifest it.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
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Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:22 AM

...

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa if it was offered to YOU to board a craft, it would be because of the world shifting and should
that happen no one would live but the plants thru it, so I would suggest boarding ship unless you
prefer death to your body by volcanism and then it will be too late to even take you soul off the
planet, they will be gone. Ponder that one.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Nope........more lies Candace. I'll never fall for it. God will protect me here and now with His Holy
Spirit. Just like it says in the Bible and many examples in the Bible of true and real Holy Spirit
protection.
The 3 hebrews in the fire were not burned. That is the real power of God. Many other examples
too, too many to list.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
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United States
11/17/2012 09:23 AM

Lisa, this is the bible quote I asked you to respond to here: Thread: Questions I Wish to Ask of
Christians (Page 3)
This is all about the kundalini that must be risen for the holy spirit to manifest within you.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
Quoting: God Loves ALL

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27932348
United States
11/17/2012 09:26 AM
...

Lisa if it was offered to YOU to board a craft, it would be because of the world shifting and should
that happen no one would live but the plants thru it, so I would suggest boarding ship unless you
prefer death to your body by volcanism and then it will be too late to even take you soul off the
planet, they will be gone. Ponder that one.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Nope........more lies Candace. I'll never fall for it. God will protect me here and now with His Holy
Spirit. Just like it says in the Bible and many examples in the Bible of true and real Holy Spirit
protection.
The 3 hebrews in the fire were not burned. That is the real power of God. Many other examples
too, too many to list.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:27 AM

...

Nope........more lies Candace. I'll never fall for it. God will protect me here and now with His Holy
Spirit. Just like it says in the Bible and many examples in the Bible of true and real Holy Spirit
protection.
The 3 hebrews in the fire were not burned. That is the real power of God. Many other examples
too, too many to list.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
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You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27932348

The Bible is the true Word of God.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:29 AM

...

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yet again, you prove how stupid you really are.
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If I decide to get on a spaceship or not, it will not be because of anything you have said. What part
of "free will" do you not understand???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Of course you have the free will to decide, but if you do, it will be a terrible mistake.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa DUMBO, please I am trying to get to you, if we carry out the evacuation, it will be because the
planet is shifting her axis in a big way, and there will be millions of small craft down, everywhere
all over the planet, and I think you will choose to board chip because of the obvious winds and
debris beginning to build up. I don't think you will choose to stay and face nature and the loss of
your physical life. Planets are not evacuated except in such conditions and the evacuation which
the thugs knew could happen is why THEY created the stupid rapture. Board ship or die of
suffocation will be your choice. Not a pretty one.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 09:32 AM

...

No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27932348

The Bible is the true Word of God.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No lisa its the screwed up word of MAN. God doesn't have a physical body, he did not write it. this
proves you are either completely undiscerning, or you never read the whole thing. I DID READ
THE WHOLE THING. It is full of shit with bits of god truth in it.
So did you actually read the whole thing? be truthful here.
Even the Quran is better as to the nature of God teaching in it, than the bible. The eastern
esoteric teachings and the hindu teachings are far better than the Bible. And what is really far
better than them all is the teaching given in this end of the age that was promised and which you
ones will not even look at because of your fear of "hell fire". You want hellfire Lisa, thats the
biggest lie of satan. HELL FIRE IN an ACRONYM for
HavingEverLastingLife, Fiery INtelligence Reasonating eternally. You WANT fiery intelligence
LISA and you refused to become that. If you actually read the WHOLE bible and cannot discern
what is wrong with it, you are lacking in fiery intelligence.
Some of us here love you unconditionally Lisa and we are trying to get you to think. so that you
can come into service to the Lord. I admire your tenacity but you have a lot you are missing.
MURK9
User ID: 9764178
United States
11/17/2012 09:32 AM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

yeah! that was a false prophetic dream I don't doubt you for a minute
Quoting: Neim-Ya'shar

I agree no Angel of God would promote their name, you usually have to ask them for it. Also if the
message is prophetic it should expound on Bible prophecy and never contradict it. OP said Uriel
repeated his name several times this seems to be promoting himself over the message, and what
he said about not letting wars happen directly contradicts the end time prophecies of the Bible.
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Therefore I feel that the one who appeared to the OP was most likely a fallen Angel.
Michael.
Artaius
User ID: 27928649
Germany
11/17/2012 09:33 AM

It´s really saddening to see how blinded some are, that dare to call themselves christian, yet they
spit their hatred here, proclaiming that war is inevetiable or rather necessary. What a sick mindset.
If you could see yourself clearly in the mirror and brush that fanatic nebula away from your view,
you would be sick to the stomache.
I see no christianity in the likes of you.
Didn´t Jesus say love your nearest and even love your enemies. I just see blind bigotry and
demonization here.
If you´re such christians why don´t you practice what you preach. I don´t know if you even
recognize how blatantly you´re disguising yourselves here in front of all.
I sense some stone cold hearts, when I read some of the input. You´re on a very wrong road here.
The way you´re answering to some makes it even more valid to me, to what OP says and the
feeling I have about this dream.
Funny you did exactly, what OP quoted one of the angels said: That you would proclaim war as
necessary.
Don´t you people see, when it´s right in front of your eyes?
Even if OP wasn´t right, you have shown to us the intentions of yours. There´s a message of
freedom within this and all you see is war and demons. Well, that speaks for itself I´d say. Seems
like the crusades aren´t over yet.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:35 AM

...

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Yet again, you prove how stupid you really are.
If I decide to get on a spaceship or not, it will not be because of anything you have said. What part
of "free will" do you not understand???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Of course you have the free will to decide, but if you do, it will be a terrible mistake.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa DUMBO, please I am trying to get to you, if we carry out the evacuation, it will be because the
planet is shifting her axis in a big way, and there will be millions of small craft down, everywhere
all over the planet, and I think you will choose to board chip because of the obvious winds and
debris beginning to build up. I don't think you will choose to stay and face nature and the loss of
your physical life. Planets are not evacuated except in such conditions and the evacuation which
the thugs knew could happen is why THEY created the stupid rapture. Board ship or die of
suffocation will be your choice. Not a pretty one.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

If you think that, you thought wrong. I trust in the Lord to protect me and care for me.
Luke 9:24 "For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me will
save it."
Luke 17:33 "Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life will preserve it."
Matthew 16:25 "For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me will
find it."
Mark 8:35 "For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for
the gospel will save it."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 09:35 AM
...

Who the heck are "you" to tell others what to do???? You are full of arrogance, & pride. Not one
among us knows whether Jesus is on a ship, so get off your high horse or preaching to others
with your lies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Don't get on one of those spaceships.......just remember that.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Yet again, you prove how stupid you really are.
If I decide to get on a spaceship or not, it will not be because of anything you have said. What part
of "free will" do you not understand???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Of course you have the free will to decide, but if you do, it will be a terrible mistake.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Thank you for acknowledging that we have "free will" & that means that "you Lisa" do not get to
tell others what choice to make, but you are very stubborn & keep pushing your sick agenda.
Lisa, unfortunately you entered this beautiful thread and yet again you had to spoil it with your
twisted beliefs. This thread is not about you Lisa, so please move on & stop raining on peoples
parade. You destroy the sunshine.
DaddysGirl
User ID: 25203105
United States
11/17/2012 09:35 AM

It´s really saddening to see how blinded some are, that dare to call themselves christian, yet they
spit their hatred here, proclaiming that war is inevetiable or rather necessary. What a sick mindset.
If you could see yourself clearly in the mirror and brush that fanatic nebula away from your view,
you would be sick to the stomache.
I see no christianity in the likes of you.
Didn´t Jesus say love your nearest and even love your enemies. I just see blind bigotry and
demonization here.
If you´re such christians why don´t you practice what you preach. I don´t know if you even
recognize how blatantly you´re disguising yourselves here in front of all.
I sense some stone cold hearts, when I read some of the input. You´re on a very wrong road here.
The way you´re answering to some makes it even more valid to me, to what OP says and the
feeling I have about this dream.
Funny you did exactly, what OP quoted one of the angels said: That you would proclaim war as
necessary.
Don´t you people see, when it´s right in front of your eyes?
Even if OP wasn´t right, you have shown to us the intentions of yours. There´s a message of
freedom within this and all you see is war and demons. Well, that speaks for itself I´d say.
Quoting: Artaius
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The 'Love of God' left this thread within the first few replies. It's all about ego and self now and my
heart goes out to the OP and it's original intention....
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:36 AM

...

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27932348

The Bible is the true Word of God.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No lisa its the screwed up word of MAN. God doesn't have a physical body, he did not write it. this
proves you are either completely undiscerning, or you never read the whole thing. I DID READ
THE WHOLE THING. It is full of shit with bits of god truth in it.
So did you actually read the whole thing? be truthful here.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Yes, He did. Jesus was God in the flesh.
I've read the whole bible, more then once. I'll continue reading it until the day I die because the
truth is in the Bible. He inspired it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 09:37 AM
Siempre hemos estado entre vosotros, pues sois nuestros Hijoa/Hermanos. En estos difíciles
momentos, que se remontan a varias décadas, nuestra asistencia ha sido mayor.
Es tiempo de recoger la cosecha, pues en breve, de no hacerlo, no quedará un justo sobre este
planeta.
No os preocupéis sobre la forma en que se actuará, pues son muchas y acordes a cada uno de
vosotros si ha de ser.
Profundizar en vuestro trabajo, que no es otro que el de conoceros a vosotros mismos y
establecer un nexo de comunión con vuestro real ser, pues no debéis olvidar que "vosotros sois
dioses".
Esa esencia divina os hace inmortales si trabajáis para hacerla resplandecer.
El Amor hacia vuestros semejantes os hará grandes y aptos para ser parte de la cosecha.
Aún en los momentos mas duros permanecer serenos y dispuestos a que vuestro Padre os guíe,
aún más alla de la muerte, que En Verdad no existe, pues es solo un tránsito.
Aunque el cielo se abra o rompa como un pergamino, la luna se torne roja como señal de
sangrienta guerra y sucesos apocalípticos, y el sol se oscurezca por tres o más días, mantener la
calma pues estaremos con vosotros.
Vuestro pasaporte para ascender es el Amor al Padre y a vuestros semejantes, así como la
serenidad en los momentos más difíciles.
Practicar el Perdón hacia los demás y mantener la humildad, sencillez, paciencia y perseverancia
en vuestros actos.
Vuestra perfección radica en vuestra esencia, la cual es divina, refugiaros en ella a través de la
meditación y la oración.
Prepararos y llegaréis a buen puerto.
Ámen. AMEN

Quoting: Enoch 27532716

Just wanted to make clear. That I am the op. And I did not post the above message.
seer
User ID: 1529717
United States
11/17/2012 09:37 AM
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What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

They said that their presence will be noticed. They are intervening already they said to disactivate
conflict. They said it just simply is not permitted.
They looked very beautiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

yes, i painted them while a supposed tsunami never hit hawaii a few weeks ago....they where here
and they stopped the wave......
they look like beautiful orbs of multicolored lights.....
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/17/2012 09:38 AM

What else would you expect angels to tell you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 21155409

They said that their presence will be noticed. They are intervening already they said to disactivate
conflict. They said it just simply is not permitted.
They looked very beautiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

What a privilege to see such an agent of God.
Quoting: Angel Helper

BLESSED ARE YOU ANGEL HELPER! OP WAS VERY BRAVE TO COME AND POST IT HERE
TOO.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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Thank you very much for the "Blessing"!!
I agree that the OP is one brave messenger also!
And Bless you too!!
We are getting ready to undergo much very soon.
PLEASE, everyone who is arguing:
The fig tree is sprouting and the time is ripe. The signs of the end of this age are here.
We are already in God's Kingdom and satan is an enemy in our Father's house.
All is well for we who have our HOPE in HIS Son, Jesus Christ. But we do have many brothers
and sisters who need assistance and help in understanding who Christ is. With open hearts let us
love one another and not allow pride and arrogance dictate our motives, undoing much of what
Christ is doing through LOVE.
Love is the rule, period.
Angel Helper
User ID: 27117434
United States
11/17/2012 09:40 AM

[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.

i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Amen!
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 09:41 AM
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Mind boggling. May God have mercy on everyone's soul that believes the lies.
I'm out.......have a good day.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:45 AM
[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.

i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Amen!
Quoting: Angel Helper

there is something ..a warmth, a Love, we have in our "home" our Catholic Church..that is not
easy to find elsewhere
though the seeds are thrown and may find fertile ground to spread the love that heals and makes
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whole

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27932348
United States
11/17/2012 09:46 AM
...

No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27932348

The Bible is the true Word of God.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

No The Bible is a bunch of stories, past down from generation to generation, edited by TPTB to
control people like you. I used to believe the Bible was the truth too, but then I learned to go inside
and ask what is the truth.
Jesus is the true Word of God
So go in your heart and ask if you should get on the space ship. Put your ego aside and just ask.
So many want to help you to find the truth, yet you keep going with your ego.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
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Spain
11/17/2012 09:47 AM
We are to be recognized by how we love
there is no shame in loving
it is a gift to be given
a gift that can be thrown away
but the love is eternal
and is precious

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24947305
Korea, Republic of
11/17/2012 09:48 AM
@OP
You should tell ur friend Uriel to stop wars then lol not to just look at them.
Artaius
User ID: 27928649
Germany
11/17/2012 09:54 AM

Yes, I think so. Sadly.
The 'Love of God' left this thread within the first few replies. It's all about ego and self now and my
heart goes out to the OP and it's original intention....
Quoting: DaddysGirl
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:56 AM
Some times it is not pride or ego
that makes communication difficult
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but sorrow and hurt
sadness regret and pain
so one choose silence
and embraces the Blessed Mother finding comfort in Her arms..and by praying to Her
with Love and Devotion
that she may make a way where one can not be found
and help make whole again that which broke
and to do this with a new found humility
and always with love
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 09:58 AM
with humility to pray for a small gesture of love, that small step that could help heal
and comfort
never because of pride and ego
no more
now only humility
and love

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:01 AM
I am sorry. I posted the two above replies on the wrong thread. lol sorry.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:03 AM
@OP
You should tell ur friend Uriel to stop wars then lol not to just look at them.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24947305
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I think that is the intention
He said they are not permitted
So maybe that implies they will be stopped.
DaddysGirl
User ID: 25203105
United States
11/17/2012 10:05 AM

Some times it is not pride or ego
that makes communication difficult
but sorrow and hurt
sadness regret and pain
so one choose silence
and embraces the Blessed Mother finding comfort in Her arms..and by praying to Her
with Love and Devotion
that she may make a way where one can not be found
and help make whole again that which broke
and to do this with a new found humility
and always with love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

I only recently found the picture that I am using for my avatar. I chose it because it was a child in a
purple dress with a white garment on top that was depicted in a dream I had back in 1999. It also
shows an eclipse which was also in a dream I had. I have wondered about the girl putting her
hand over her mouth as if to say 'don't speak' and I didn't understand that until this thread.
She's saying, 'don't speak' unless you can speak in love. Be quiet amongst the wars in the last
days on this earth. I only wish everyone could 'understand' the importance of this in these very last
days and hours on this earth...
Maybe if we all 'changed' and chose to 'love' we could prevent what is coming upon us in the days
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to come...

MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:07 AM
@OP
You should tell ur friend Uriel to stop wars then lol not to just look at them.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24947305

I think that is the intention
He said they are not permitted
So maybe that implies they will be stopped.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
Does that mean he will stop them through, ..... more war?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27522774
Spain
11/17/2012 10:08 AM
[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
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of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.

i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Amen!
Quoting: Angel Helper

there is something ..a warmth, a Love, we have in our "home" our Catholic Church..that is not
easy to find elsewhere
though the seeds are thrown and may find fertile ground to spread the love that heals and makes
whole
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

gotta be kidding
beth
User ID: 2427740
United Kingdom
11/17/2012 10:09 AM

...
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No dear one that is not the purpose of the Holy spirit to protect you. If your body cannot breathe
air it will die. that is why there is no rapture to the clouds either, you cannot breathe up there, plus
that law of gravity thing.
You have denied Kundalini as being "demons" but yet is you kundalini is not rise beloved, you are
not possessed of the HOly Spirit. YOu confuse the holy spirit with your Father Fragment. Doesn't
but it, you father fragment will tell you to board ship if you can hear it and if you don't you are shit
out of luck.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, the true children of the Almighty will be changed in an instant with new glorified bodies.
This is a fact, and it will happen in an instant at the 7th trumpet blast.
The ones who will be SOL will be the ones who believed the lies and got on the spaceships and
did not love the truth and put their 100% trust and faith in the Almighty and His Only Begotten Son
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Savior.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa,
where are you getting your FACTS from
NOTHING you are posting resonates at all
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27932348

The Bible is the true Word of God.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

The Bible is a book about God but written by man. Reading it literally will take you down the wide
path.
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:11 AM
[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.

i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
In Revelation the 7 Churches include every living person on the planet. Each Church contains a
description that God like or dislikes in individuals, that is what is going to be the standard used at
the judgment.
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Re:1:7:
Behold,
he cometh with clouds;
and every eye shall see him,
and they also which pierced him:
and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him.
Even so,
Amen.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 10:11 AM

Uriel is revered as a Saint in the Catholic Church
Saint Uriel the Archangel
googled
pics in previous post
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

[link to 7archangels.info]
St. Uriel - the Fire of God
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn

Matches her description so much.
Beautiful rendition of the Angel.
Quoting: Angel Helper

*her* ? description? Uriel is a *she* ???
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 10:13 AM
[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.
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i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Amen!
Quoting: Angel Helper

there is something ..a warmth, a Love, we have in our "home" our Catholic Church..that is not
easy to find elsewhere
though the seeds are thrown and may find fertile ground to spread the love that heals and makes
whole
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

gotta be kidding
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27522774

again please check ips the above poster is obviously not me.
I am the op
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 10:18 AM

It´s really saddening to see how blinded some are, that dare to call themselves christian, yet they
spit their hatred here, proclaiming that war is inevetiable or rather necessary. What a sick mindset.
If you could see yourself clearly in the mirror and brush that fanatic nebula away from your view,
you would be sick to the stomache.
I see no christianity in the likes of you.
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Didn´t Jesus say love your nearest and even love your enemies. I just see blind bigotry and
demonization here.
If you´re such christians why don´t you practice what you preach. I don´t know if you even
recognize how blatantly you´re disguising yourselves here in front of all.
I sense some stone cold hearts, when I read some of the input. You´re on a very wrong road here.
The way you´re answering to some makes it even more valid to me, to what OP says and the
feeling I have about this dream.
Funny you did exactly, what OP quoted one of the angels said: That you would proclaim war as
necessary.
Don´t you people see, when it´s right in front of your eyes?
Even if OP wasn´t right, you have shown to us the intentions of yours. There´s a message of
freedom within this and all you see is war and demons. Well, that speaks for itself I´d say.
Quoting: Artaius

The 'Love of God' left this thread within the first few replies. It's all about ego and self now and my
heart goes out to the OP and it's original intention....
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Agree...... I have learned that lesson as well....never put out what was meant for yourself, for
public consumption.
Orange
User ID: 27099241
Canada
11/17/2012 10:19 AM

About New Age. If you aren't an Amish you are in the New Age.
No?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 10:24 AM
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[link to www.enduringword.com]
You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, and kings: Whatever the content
of the scroll, it is connected to John’s command to prophesy to all men. This is not a message just
focused to the church.

i. John’s prophecy speaks of the fate of the entire world, not just one nation,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
In Revelation the 7 Churches include every living person on the planet. Each Church contains a
description that God like or dislikes in individuals, that is what is going to be the standard used at
the judgment.
Re:1:7:
Behold,
he cometh with clouds;
and every eye shall see him,
and they also which pierced him:
and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him.
Even so,
Amen.
Quoting: MHz

Dear one, revelations is 10% complete, the 90% has been left out, it is not reliable as that which is
there is mucked up, having only some truth. The Churches are not of god at all so don't go there
with that one , but obviously it speaks of the current global civilization that is killing itself, bring on
its own oblivion. Do not quote it, use your MIND to reason at what is here NOW. He comes on
CLOUD SHIPS not the CLOUDS, that is purposeful interference by the thugs in revelations. Stop
of it. STOP STOP STOP. Every eye is going to see him but not on the clouds. Every eye was
going to see him long ago if Kennedy had not been murdered,
long ago.
At at the time of Revelations the world was fully populated then, and Christians still can't see that.
Please look at your world as it is today and stop the rapture shit. You do not understand GOD
yourself in the statement you made. The rules are made by the Hierarchy, by the SONS OF GOD
who administer/govern the whole creation. do not mix up the Father Within YOU with the
Hierarchy administration. Add that concept please, Hierarchy administration to your concept of
things.
the earth is going to wail because of their huge errors of judgement.
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Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 10:26 AM

The one that spoke said his name is Uriel.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Like "Gabriel" spoke to Joseph Smith? I'd step back if I were you.
If it is a true message ... He will give it to you again in no uncertain terms.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 10:28 AM

It´s really saddening to see how blinded some are, that dare to call themselves christian, yet they
spit their hatred here, proclaiming that war is inevetiable or rather necessary. What a sick mindset.
If you could see yourself clearly in the mirror and brush that fanatic nebula away from your view,
you would be sick to the stomache.
I see no christianity in the likes of you.
Didn´t Jesus say love your nearest and even love your enemies. I just see blind bigotry and
demonization here.
If you´re such christians why don´t you practice what you preach. I don´t know if you even
recognize how blatantly you´re disguising yourselves here in front of all.
I sense some stone cold hearts, when I read some of the input. You´re on a very wrong road here.
The way you´re answering to some makes it even more valid to me, to what OP says and the
feeling I have about this dream.
Funny you did exactly, what OP quoted one of the angels said: That you would proclaim war as
necessary.
Don´t you people see, when it´s right in front of your eyes?
Even if OP wasn´t right, you have shown to us the intentions of yours. There´s a message of
freedom within this and all you see is war and demons. Well, that speaks for itself I´d say.
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Quoting: Artaius

The 'Love of God' left this thread within the first few replies. It's all about ego and self now and my
heart goes out to the OP and it's original intention....
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Agree...... I have learned that lesson as well....never put out what was meant for yourself, for
public consumption.
Quoting: Shamar

Where is your MIND. OP was supposed to put it out, that was the whole point.
OP your number of yesterday was: 27875016 it is changed today. thus causing perhaps some
confusion
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 10:29 AM

The one that spoke said his name is Uriel.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Like "Gabriel" spoke to Joseph Smith? I'd step back if I were you.
If it is a true message ... He will give it to you again in no uncertain terms.
Quoting: Shamar

I don't recal if Gabrial spoke to Joseph Smith, but the gold plates were real, as was the Angel
Moroni. All that Joseph Smith started was rendered by the thugs of this world in the mess it
became.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20512756
United States
11/17/2012 10:30 AM
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They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Well they are doing a pretty shitty job - but that's typical of anything done under the "authority of
god."
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 10:33 AM

They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

yeah! that was a false prophetic dream I don't doubt you for a minute
Quoting: Neim-Ya'shar

I agree no Angel of God would promote their name, you usually have to ask them for it. Also if the
message is prophetic it should expound on Bible prophecy and never contradict it. OP said Uriel
repeated his name several times this seems to be promoting himself over the message, and what
he said about not letting wars happen directly contradicts the end time prophecies of the Bible.
Therefore I feel that the one who appeared to the OP was most likely a fallen Angel.
Michael.
Quoting: MURK9

LOOK DUMBO, I CHECKED, IT WAS FROM URIEL AND IT WAS REAL. OBVIOUSLY YOU
CANNOT DO SO. SO JUST SHUT UP. URIEL DID MAKE USE OF SOME MATERIAL IN THE
BIBLE, I GUESS YOU DIDN'T READ THE EARLY PAGES OR YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOUR
OWN BIBLE SAYS DO YOU.
WHY SHOULDN'T THE ARCH ANGELS GIVEN THEIR NAMES, IT WAS NECESSARY IN FACT
TO DO SO. SO GO SUCK UP YOUR STUPID HERE. YOU ONE HAVE COME IN FULL FLOW
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INTO THIS THREAD TO DESTROY THE MESSAGE ON PURPOSE SOME OF YOU, AND BY
IGNORANCE OTHERS. YOU LOOK TO BE ON PURPOSE.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 10:34 AM

They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Well they are doing a pretty shitty job - but that's typical of anything done under the "authority of
god."
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20512756

OH WHEN THEY DO IT, YOU WILL KNOW. THEY HAVE BEEN PATIENT BEYOND PATIENCE
WITH MAN WHO PREFERS WAR, DEATH AND DESTRUCTION, TO PEACE AND GODLY
LIVING. EVERY ONE OF YOU TRYING TO DEBUNK OP'S VISION ARE MAN SUPPORTERS
OF DEATH WHO LOVE WAR AND DESTRUCTION.
Orange
User ID: 27099241
Canada
11/17/2012 10:37 AM

What's that?
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:41 AM
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Dear one, revelations is 10% complete, the 90% has been left out, it is not reliable as that which is
there is mucked up, having only some truth. The Churches are not of god at all so don't go there
with that one , but obviously it speaks of the current global civilization that is killing itself, bring on
its own oblivion. Do not quote it, use your MIND to reason at what is here NOW. He comes on
CLOUD SHIPS not the CLOUDS, that is purposeful interference by the thugs in revelations. Stop
of it. STOP STOP STOP. Every eye is going to see him but not on the clouds. Every eye was
going to see him long ago if Kennedy had not been murdered,
long ago.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
Revelation does just what it is supposed to do, fill in a few blanks in some OT prophecy and add
more detail into the iron/clay kingdom of Da:2. If you know there is some 'mucked out' then what
does it say?
Let's see how good you are in putting 1 and 1 together. Is the area (of the planet) the same in the
bolded parts
Re:6:8:
And I looked,
and behold a pale horse:
and his name that sat on him was Death,
and Hell followed with him.
And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth,
to kill with sword,
and with hunger,
and with death,
and with the beasts of the earth.
Jer:25:26:
And all the kings of the north,
far and near,
one with another,
and all the kingdoms of the world,
which are upon the face of the earth:
and the king of Sheshach shall drink after them.
At at the time of Revelations the world was fully populated then, and Christians still can't see that.
Please look at your world as it is today and stop the rapture shit. You do not understand GOD
yourself in the statement you made. The rules are made by the Hierarchy, by the SONS OF GOD
who administer/govern the whole creation. do not mix up the Father Within YOU with the
Hierarchy administration. Add that concept please, Hierarchy administration to your concept of
things.
Quoting:
At the time of Revelation the Church had spread as far as the places named. Every relationship
described in those 7 letters can be found in people today. The whole RCC is in the one that says
they left their first love. The pay homage to the Pope rather than to God alone, they are not going
to enjoy the great tribulation they will be put through. Deny it will not save them from it.
the earth is going to wail because of their huge errors of judgement.
Quoting:
The earth is going to wail because no habitable place will be left untouched by the last 3 trumps.
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Re:8:13:
And I beheld,
and heard an angel flying through the midst of heaven,
saying with a loud voice,
Woe,
woe,
woe,
to the inhabiters of the earth by reason of the other voices of the trumpet of the three angels,
which are yet to sound!
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 10:45 AM
OH WHEN THEY DO IT, YOU WILL KNOW. THEY HAVE BEEN PATIENT BEYOND PATIENCE
WITH MAN WHO PREFERS WAR, DEATH AND DESTRUCTION, TO PEACE AND GODLY
LIVING. EVERY ONE OF YOU TRYING TO DEBUNK OP'S VISION ARE MAN SUPPORTERS
OF DEATH WHO LOVE WAR AND DESTRUCTION.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
Not really, Angels are supposed to be about actual action rather than some message about us
needing to clean up our act when 6,000 years shows mankind can't get it together so what is the
point of the 'reminder message'?
Sungaze_At_Dawn
User ID: 1458670
Canada
11/17/2012 10:50 AM

Uriel is revered as a Saint in the Catholic Church
Saint Uriel the Archangel
googled
pics in previous post
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

[link to 7archangels.info]
St. Uriel - the Fire of God
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn
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Matches her description so much.
Beautiful rendition of the Angel.
Quoting: Angel Helper

*her* ? description? Uriel is a *she* ???
Quoting: Shamar

Uriel is a male, and it even says so in the link. Whether he has a female counterpart or not I don't
know.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 10:54 AM

Lisa, this is the bible quote I asked you to respond to here: Thread: Questions I Wish to Ask of
Christians (Page 3)
This is all about the kundalini that must be risen for the holy spirit to manifest within you.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
Quoting: God Loves ALL

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
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.
msz
Love energy can change the world
User ID: 27938125
United States
11/17/2012 11:02 AM

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
Quoting: Salt

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:07 AM
...

[link to 7archangels.info]
St. Uriel - the Fire of God
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn

Matches her description so much.
Beautiful rendition of the Angel.
Quoting: Angel Helper

*her* ? description? Uriel is a *she* ???
Quoting: Shamar
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Uriel is a male, and it even says so in the link. Whether he has a female counterpart or not I don't
know.
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn

In my dream he was a male as I said in a previous post.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:09 AM

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
Quoting: Salt

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:11 AM
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I wont be saying where but again I will give you a heads up. What this thread is about, these
words, this thread is I think mentioned ,not in the dream though, somewhere else, if you look close
you might see what I am refering to.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:14 AM

OH WHEN THEY DO IT, YOU WILL KNOW. THEY HAVE BEEN PATIENT BEYOND PATIENCE
WITH MAN WHO PREFERS WAR, DEATH AND DESTRUCTION, TO PEACE AND GODLY
LIVING. EVERY ONE OF YOU TRYING TO DEBUNK OP'S VISION ARE MAN SUPPORTERS
OF DEATH WHO LOVE WAR AND DESTRUCTION.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
Not really, Angels are supposed to be about actual action rather than some message about us
needing to clean up our act when 6,000 years shows mankind can't get it together so what is the
point of the 'reminder message'?
Quoting: MHz

You are going to see the action if you fucktards don't clean up thy acts. there has been much
action the lat many years which you ones don't even see, like those picked up during serious
earthquakes. YOU ONES ARE SUPPOSED to make the difference and grow up and since YOU
aren't, they must prevent the whole sale destruction of this planet and have been for some time
now. They do not allow nuclear detonations any more in fact, since the Indonesia Tsunami. That
this world hasn't experience nuclear armeggedon is PROOF of their actions. No shut the fuck up,
you of ignorance and those maligned.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:18 AM

NO Candace, it is not about kundalini. It is about faith and trust in the Lord.
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Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
Quoting: Salt

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually serve. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
One is not possessed of the Holy Spirit until the 12 strands of DNA are fully hooked and the
kundalini rises to the crown. This is FACT. I suspect some of your own turmoil is around the
hooking and you do not remember it. YOU must hook the current body to God so it can bring in
the light, and that is done thru hooking your DNA. I have hooked 24 strands now which is the most
I can hook and be visible on this world and I need to be visible.
IN fact, hooking is what is going on now because of the incoming cosmic energies the earth is in
since 1992, with the photon belt entry, since Oct 2006 with the entry into the Milky Way Energies
and since a few years ago as laps of wave came thru. In fact when the big lap came nearly two
years ago, I think it was, it had to be turned down, because there were not enough people ready
to raise their kundalini on the planet and the planetary Mother herself could not tolerate the
energies to HER BODY, so they had to be downgraded. In fact all of them were downgraded over
the last few years, as they came in.
I am trying to teach people some cosmic stuff and there are few ears to listen. You are already an
enlightened being as star seed in your higher self, but your lower self has taken over I assume
from the stress you covered yourself right here on glp when your husband passed. You were open
when you had those experiences with HIM, before the dark folks from MUFON screwed it up. Go
back their beloved. Close the old religious texts you are studying, and go into a few days of
separation from this world and reconnect with the God within YOU, your higher self. You were not
intended to play this that you are playing today. The star seed program has been a rather
miserably failure on this planet because the thugs are so good at what they do.
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We NEED YOU to return to who you really are.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 11:19 AM
Whats the matter Lisa, don't like truth spoken. The ones in this thread working against God, thats
a NICE term for them. You have never responded yourself to NICE teaching, so now the honesty
is going to be seen. I am sick half to death of this world and its ignorant stupid dick heads
thankyou. Grow the fuck up. apparently ones like you don't understand "nice". Maybe you will
understand firm. YOU LISA are part of the evil force working at destruction of this world. It matters
not at all if you are ignorant or evil, for the end result is the same. You continue to work against
the Father Manisfesting on this world. Only you know if its on purpose or you are stupid. You get
to decide. Uriel is real, he is a Holy Arch Angel and this message thru the OP is real and from
Uriel. Now go play in your sandbox until you grow out of it.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

You know, I wasn't sure what to make of this dream of the OP's...until I read this. Now I know
100% it is from evil. Everything this demon inside you utters is a lie. Your heart is filled with evil, a
blind man can see that.
What DO you believe? You're so bent on belittling others' beliefs but you haven't really told
anyone yours. I'm curious. Do you believe in Jesus? Do you believe He died for us? I'm asking
YOU. Not the demon inside you, but the real you...the one who's like a child, afraid of being alone,
yet too proud to ask for Love. What are you seeking?
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:20 AM

OP, here are a few threads that you might find interesting. These are all old Salt threads. It might
offer you additional insight to your dream.
Thread: Has anyone else smelled their guardian angel?
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Thread: A discussion of the Watchers, Original Hybrids: Giants, Nephilim-- Alien technology-Appearance of God
Thread: Testament of Solomon, a discussion of angels & demons (ETs). Many great mysteries
solved: building of temple/pyramids, capstone, etc
Thread: TRUMPET SOUNDS - The Order of Revelation's 21 Plages. Things won't go down
consecutively as it's written.
Thread: Anyone experiencing or have experienced prophetic/apocalyptic dreams? (NEW DREAM
2/21/11)
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:24 AM

...

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
Quoting: Salt

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt
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Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

good morning, Candace.
beautiful day in our great state isn't it?
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 11:25 AM

...

i don't think you will ever get through to Candace. there are probably 46 demons governing every
single one of her thoughts, and she likes it that way.
Quoting: Salt

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
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I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:26 AM
Thank you but I think the dream and message is legit. Each to their own. If you dont agree its ok.
There are forces of evil and destruction trying to bring this world to the brink of chaos, to the gates
of hell
There are forces of love and life that are trying to save and heal, to help save and lead to the
promised land of spiritual milk and honey
I leave to your discernment what is the intent behind this message I received in a dream
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:26 AM

...

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
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Quoting: Salt

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 11:27 AM

...

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
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I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Quoting: Salt

Yep!!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/17/2012 11:27 AM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine

Quoting: No More Lies

No Satan did not come as an angel light you dumbos. He and his boss Lucfier were sent to this
prison world in disgrace to learn their lessons which they did not. This world is a prison ward and
all you dumbos and sick shits are kept here for a reason. this is a HELL world for you ones until
you throw in the rag or grow up. We are at the end of patience, because you ones are not going to
be allowed to destroy this world. Period.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

So let me see if I understand what you are saying Candace (please forgive me if I misunderstand,
I missed the star fleet lesson taught by Mr. Spock (the angel of logic) as I was watching the
educational procedure being done to you by the "angel" Raphael as he took stem cells from you
body and grew you a new pituitary gland...
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Here goes my meager attempt at understanding:
According to you this world is a prison, a place where "shitheads" like us are sent because we
haven't attained immortality such as youself, although you yourself are yet here.
According to you, this prison or hell, is a place where the evil and unevolved ("sick shits" as you
call them) are sent, is a place that the star fleet angels want to save, but it is us "sick shit"
prisoners who are preventing the entire crew of the Enterprise and other trans-galactic vessels
(and their occupants - like the ArchAngel Scotty and Bones) from being able to save it.
Did I miss something so far?
I would assume that your master and those you deify (including yourself) that talk of "love"
somehow have a different definition of love than those who truly follow The Lord. One doesn't
need to look any farther than you self-glorifying words and your vitriol towards almost everyone
else to see who it is you serve...and it is not some fantasy Capt. Picard (although he has many
names and many disguises)
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:27 AM

...

you two have darkened this wonderful thread,
Most of your posts are ego driven
where is the love?
Quoting: msz

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt
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Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:29 AM
This message is intended for those that are in the middle
So that it can help them choose
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:31 AM

Whats the matter Lisa, don't like truth spoken. The ones in this thread working against God, thats
a NICE term for them. You have never responded yourself to NICE teaching, so now the honesty
is going to be seen. I am sick half to death of this world and its ignorant stupid dick heads
thankyou. Grow the fuck up. apparently ones like you don't understand "nice". Maybe you will
understand firm. YOU LISA are part of the evil force working at destruction of this world. It matters
not at all if you are ignorant or evil, for the end result is the same. You continue to work against
the Father Manisfesting on this world. Only you know if its on purpose or you are stupid. You get
to decide. Uriel is real, he is a Holy Arch Angel and this message thru the OP is real and from
Uriel. Now go play in your sandbox until you grow out of it.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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You know, I wasn't sure what to make of this dream of the OP's...until I read this. Now I know
100% it is from evil. Everything this demon inside you utters is a lie. Your heart is filled with evil, a
blind man can see that.
What DO you believe? You're so bent on belittling others' beliefs but you haven't really told
anyone yours. I'm curious. Do you believe in Jesus? Do you believe He died for us? I'm asking
YOU. Not the demon inside you, but the real you...the one who's like a child, afraid of being alone,
yet too proud to ask for Love. What are you seeking?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

OP's dream is real, he had it for God's sake and he has described it well. Demons do not come to
people in this manner. I am not demon possessed. I am from Paradise just like so many others on
this world and every time WE try to teach, folks like YOU show up to "debunk" us. Well you cannot
do that. We are not put back by you ones. I will again, go back and post links to Uriels links.
Isn't there again a "new war" in the middle east that many of you will do NOTHING about? Just
like all the NOTHING's you did after 911, which was the wake up call Americans did not heed,
except for the few that had enough knowing to see the game. I even listened to really stupid
engineers who would know that was a classic demolition, change their tune to planes did it. I don't
know why man of of US of A at least, cannot see the obvious there.
You ones have allowed for various reasons, ignorance, don't give a shit, want to destroy the world
so Jesus can come, think we have the right to others resources and so on and so forth,, the
destruction of the planet and it doesn't matter if its ignorance or willful, the results are the same,
the destruction of the planet which IS YOU HOME< DUMBOS. Even Dumbo the elephant know
that this world is his home, what is wrong with you others?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:33 AM

This message is intended for those that are in the middle
So that it can help them choose
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Yes. It is to enable some to get off their fence, they cannot have it both ways anymore, that is the
purpose of 4d. 4d is not an ascended state, it is the get off the fence and serve one or the other
state. Some here already were off the fence and serving the dark so I don't expect them to
change, but we can hope, right?
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:34 AM
I have to make a point clear. In my view there is absolutely no doubt as to the outcome.
So choose well.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:38 AM
This message is intended for those that are in the middle
So that it can help them choose
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Yes. It is to enable some to get off their fence, they cannot have it both ways anymore, that is the
purpose of 4d. 4d is not an ascended state, it is the get off the fence and serve one or the other
state. Some here already were off the fence and serving the dark so I don't expect them to
change, but we can hope, right?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

They are the ones that matter now. I think that is why this last effort is being made. Because they
are precious, every one of them.
Christ said the joy for one lost one which is found again.
The book was replaced by the sword in the dream
I have no doubt as to what that means in my view:
The time for His words to be preached is up,
Now God will act
And the rainbow missing
Ihe absolute delicate precision with which the message in the dream was conveyed I find stunning
and overwhelming.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 11:39 AM

Yes we can hope. Always hope
No More Lies
User ID: 1707881
United States
11/17/2012 11:41 AM
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I 'know' that God IS love - unconditional love. I 'know' that when the whole world is against
someone for something they did wrong, God is with them, crying empathetically, and feels their
pain. God is the sacrificial, unconditional love, we have in our hearts for our children. He is the
One that put that love there. That sacrificial love is what He is all about. Hate is totally the
opposite of what He is, but being that He is 'all in all' His Word says that He does hate. If you
choose to believe that the Bible is not His Word, that is a personal issue between you and God.
When I used the word 'hate' it came from Proverbs 6.
These six things the Lord hates,
Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:
17 A proud look,
A lying tongue,
Hands that shed innocent blood,
18 A heart that devises wicked plans,
Feet that are swift in running to evil,
19 A false witness who speaks lies,
And one who sows discord among brethren.
If you have a problem with the wording, then you need to take it up with Him.
As for the original issue in this thread, I do believe that a person can dream or see visions. It
happens to 'Christians' and 'non-Christians' alike all of the time, especially in these last days.
I am not God and therefore will NOT judge whether this dream is about an angel or devil. Only
God can judge that. We all need to stop putting ourselves higher than someone else and elevate
others ABOVE ourselves.
When we judge this man for what he dreamed, how is that walking in love or elevating anything
but ourselves, thinking that WE know it all?
I wish this thread was dropped. It has only caused strife and discourse amongst us. That was not
it's intention...
Quoting: DaddysGirl

Only other believers are your "brethren", everyone else is your "neighbor". You need to
understand the difference.
Many work for the dark side.......they are not your brothers. Candace is one of them. I love her, but
I will speak out against her lies, and she knows it.
I have no hostility twords her personally, in fact I hope that someday she will join the winning
team.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Lisa, I KNOW you mean well. You STRIVE to be 'right'. You feed on it when it comes to these
threads. You feel that it is your duty to get people saved and to know the truth.
However, look back at the replies on this thread and possibly others. Look at the 'ripple' effect it is
having on those who read it. Are your words drawing people 'TO' God and Christ or 'AWAY' from
Him?
When you are His child, His love abounds in your heart and you see things from His point of view.
You then STRIVE for peace amongst everyone.
Quoting: DaddysGirl

The Antichrist is the one who comes "conquering with peace". Jesus will return with a sword.
I understand striving to live in peace with one another, but sometimes this is not always possible:
Romans 12:18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
It becomes very hard to live in peace with those spreading lies and deception...you yourself said
in another thread to ignore His word and just know God. You cannot do one without the other.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 11:42 AM
Whats the matter Lisa, don't like truth spoken. The ones in this thread working against God, thats
a NICE term for them. You have never responded yourself to NICE teaching, so now the honesty
is going to be seen. I am sick half to death of this world and its ignorant stupid dick heads
thankyou. Grow the fuck up. apparently ones like you don't understand "nice". Maybe you will
understand firm. YOU LISA are part of the evil force working at destruction of this world. It matters
not at all if you are ignorant or evil, for the end result is the same. You continue to work against
the Father Manisfesting on this world. Only you know if its on purpose or you are stupid. You get
to decide. Uriel is real, he is a Holy Arch Angel and this message thru the OP is real and from
Uriel. Now go play in your sandbox until you grow out of it.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

You know, I wasn't sure what to make of this dream of the OP's...until I read this. Now I know
100% it is from evil. Everything this demon inside you utters is a lie. Your heart is filled with evil, a
blind man can see that.
What DO you believe? You're so bent on belittling others' beliefs but you haven't really told
anyone yours. I'm curious. Do you believe in Jesus? Do you believe He died for us? I'm asking
YOU. Not the demon inside you, but the real you...the one who's like a child, afraid of being alone,
yet too proud to ask for Love. What are you seeking?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

OP's dream is real, he had it for God's sake and he has described it well. Demons do not come to
people in this manner. I am not demon possessed. I am from Paradise just like so many others on
this world and every time WE try to teach, folks like YOU show up to "debunk" us. Well you cannot
do that. We are not put back by you ones. I will again, go back and post links to Uriels links.
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Isn't there again a "new war" in the middle east that many of you will do NOTHING about? Just
like all the NOTHING's you did after 911, which was the wake up call Americans did not heed,
except for the few that had enough knowing to see the game. I even listened to really stupid
engineers who would know that was a classic demolition, change their tune to planes did it. I don't
know why man of of US of A at least, cannot see the obvious there.
You ones have allowed for various reasons, ignorance, don't give a shit, want to destroy the world
so Jesus can come, think we have the right to others resources and so on and so forth,, the
destruction of the planet and it doesn't matter if its ignorance or willful, the results are the same,
the destruction of the planet which IS YOU HOME< DUMBOS. Even Dumbo the elephant know
that this world is his home, what is wrong with you others?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I don't remember seeing anywhere in this thread anyone saying they wanted war. No-one who is
not evil wants war. Yet we all know it's inevitable. Even without the Bible's Word, just take a look
around you!
I noticed you call people 'thugs'. It reminds me of something I read once where Satan calls all
humans 'monkeys'. The apple doesn't fall far from the tree.
Seriously, I've read your responses on here and you DO act possessed! I'm not belittling you,
insulting you or lording it over you with a huge ego. I'm telling you what I see. As a human being.
Why are you so mean to others in this thread? Why do you call them names and insult and hurt
them? Is that the way your beliefs make you? Because if that's the case then I can see why
there's so much hate in this world now...
Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/17/2012 11:48 AM

...

the love is in the firmness against the powers of darkness that are governing the deception that
Candace delivers in threads like these.
no ego. just fighting stance of a warrior for Christ.
Candace needs help. and enabling her is doing her harm.
don't enable.
Quoting: Salt

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
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you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Quoting: Salt

Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:50 AM

Quoting: DaddysGirl

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Quoting: DaddysGirl

The Antichrist is the one who comes "conquering with peace". Jesus will return with a sword.
I understand striving to live in peace with one another, but sometimes this is not always possible:
Romans 12:18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
It becomes very hard to live in peace with those spreading lies and deception...you yourself said
in another thread to ignore His word and just know God. You cannot do one without the other.
Quoting: No More Lies

the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wrote it from recollections of memory and old tales
and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long after he left this world, 115 years after his
birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 11:56 AM

...
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Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Quoting: Salt

Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

agreed and very true.
for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 11:56 AM
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Whats the matter Lisa, don't like truth spoken. The ones in this thread working against God, thats
a NICE term for them. You have never responded yourself to NICE teaching, so now the honesty
is going to be seen. I am sick half to death of this world and its ignorant stupid dick heads
thankyou. Grow the fuck up. apparently ones like you don't understand "nice". Maybe you will
understand firm. YOU LISA are part of the evil force working at destruction of this world. It matters
not at all if you are ignorant or evil, for the end result is the same. You continue to work against
the Father Manisfesting on this world. Only you know if its on purpose or you are stupid. You get
to decide. Uriel is real, he is a Holy Arch Angel and this message thru the OP is real and from
Uriel. Now go play in your sandbox until you grow out of it.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

You know, I wasn't sure what to make of this dream of the OP's...until I read this. Now I know
100% it is from evil. Everything this demon inside you utters is a lie. Your heart is filled with evil, a
blind man can see that.
What DO you believe? You're so bent on belittling others' beliefs but you haven't really told
anyone yours. I'm curious. Do you believe in Jesus? Do you believe He died for us? I'm asking
YOU. Not the demon inside you, but the real you...the one who's like a child, afraid of being alone,
yet too proud to ask for Love. What are you seeking?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

OP's dream is real, he had it for God's sake and he has described it well. Demons do not come to
people in this manner. I am not demon possessed. I am from Paradise just like so many others on
this world and every time WE try to teach, folks like YOU show up to "debunk" us. Well you cannot
do that. We are not put back by you ones. I will again, go back and post links to Uriels links.
Isn't there again a "new war" in the middle east that many of you will do NOTHING about? Just
like all the NOTHING's you did after 911, which was the wake up call Americans did not heed,
except for the few that had enough knowing to see the game. I even listened to really stupid
engineers who would know that was a classic demolition, change their tune to planes did it. I don't
know why man of of US of A at least, cannot see the obvious there.
You ones have allowed for various reasons, ignorance, don't give a shit, want to destroy the world
so Jesus can come, think we have the right to others resources and so on and so forth,, the
destruction of the planet and it doesn't matter if its ignorance or willful, the results are the same,
the destruction of the planet which IS YOU HOME< DUMBOS. Even Dumbo the elephant know
that this world is his home, what is wrong with you others?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I don't remember seeing anywhere in this thread anyone saying they wanted war. No-one who is
not evil wants war. Yet we all know it's inevitable. Even without the Bible's Word, just take a look
around you!
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I noticed you call people 'thugs'. It reminds me of something I read once where Satan calls all
humans 'monkeys'. The apple doesn't fall far from the tree.
Seriously, I've read your responses on here and you DO act possessed! I'm not belittling you,
insulting you or lording it over you with a huge ego. I'm telling you what I see. As a human being.
Why are you so mean to others in this thread? Why do you call them names and insult and hurt
them? Is that the way your beliefs make you? Because if that's the case then I can see why
there's so much hate in this world now...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

It does not have to be SAID. Those that came here en mass to destroy the message of Uriel for
any reason, wish war. It is that simple. There are in fact many zionist Christians supporting the
false state of Israel, what think war must happen to bring jesus back. Back to WHAT? if the world
is destroyed what is there to come back too? There is intense mindlessness here. INTENSE. Now
grow up all you mindless ones. your devils on two legs have been busy in Christianity since they
created the word 'Jew"s for themselves in the 1700's and then went about changing your bible
and everything taught in your churches, and on your radio stations and thru your music, and so on
and so forth. Christianity has become the biggest GROUP threat to the coming of the Lord and
Peace on this world Jesus did not create this religion, others did.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17801106
United States
11/17/2012 11:58 AM
the Angel URINIAL ????
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 25788477
United States
11/17/2012 12:00 PM
We are cohesive bonding heaven's glue, a strange phrase told to me from a person who has
schizophrenia, he said an angel said this and also gave a formula I posted it many months ago it
turns out it is a formula that is made with salt to sustain life.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:05 PM

...

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
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This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Quoting: Salt

Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

agreed and very true.
for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
Quoting: Salt

It was an all time low for her. Shocking really.
I guess nothing is off the table at this point as far as trying to deeply hurt the children of the real
Almighty.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 12:07 PM
the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wrote it from recollections of memory and old tales
and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long after he left this world, 115 years after his
birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
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right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible is God's Word. It was written by man FILLED with the Holy Spirit. Through the ages
Satan has warped and twisted the minds and hearts of men to use God's Word to his own ends.
That doesn't mean it's not the Truth.
And yes, Jesus DID die on the cross for our sins, and rose again 3 days later. See, this is how I
know the demons are talking through you. Because of what you say.
The father of this world resides in our minds, but the Heavenly Father resides in our hearts. He's
waiting for each and every one of us to love Him, and to trust in Him.
It's a hard thing to do, put your trust in someone. But this Someone is not just anybody. He is the
one true God. The only One who CAN save us. Open your heart, just a little. See if He's really
there.
I noticed also...you used the word 'MIND' 7 times. Yet not once did you use the word 'heart'...
No More Lies
User ID: 1707881
United States
11/17/2012 12:10 PM

...

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Quoting: DaddysGirl

The Antichrist is the one who comes "conquering with peace". Jesus will return with a sword.
I understand striving to live in peace with one another, but sometimes this is not always possible:
Romans 12:18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
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It becomes very hard to live in peace with those spreading lies and deception...you yourself said
in another thread to ignore His word and just know God. You cannot do one without the other.
Quoting: No More Lies

the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wrote it from recollections of memory and
old tales and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long after he left this world, 115
years after his birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
and THAT folks sums up perfectly the antichrist spirit
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:11 PM

...

Quoting: DaddysGirl

The Antichrist is the one who comes "conquering with peace". Jesus will return with a sword.
I understand striving to live in peace with one another, but sometimes this is not always possible:
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Romans 12:18 If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
It becomes very hard to live in peace with those spreading lies and deception...you yourself said
in another thread to ignore His word and just know God. You cannot do one without the other.

the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wr
Quoting: No More Lies
rom recollections of memory and old tales and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long
after he left this world, 115 years after his birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.

and THAT folks sums up perfectly the antichrist sp
Quoting: God Loves ALL
quote]

Yes!!
Quoting: No More Lies

Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/17/2012 12:11 PM

...
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How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Quoting: Salt

Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

agreed and very true.
for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
Quoting: Salt

I'm sorry for your loss Salt
You are loved by me, and many others, but most of all by God the Father and Jesus the Son!

Brother in Christ
To God be the glory forever!
User ID: 1184364
United States
11/17/2012 12:13 PM
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the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wrote it from recollections of memory and old tales
and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long after he left this world, 115 years after his
birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible is God's Word. It was written by man FILLED with the Holy Spirit. Through the ages
Satan has warped and twisted the minds and hearts of men to use God's Word to his own ends.
That doesn't mean it's not the Truth.
And yes, Jesus DID die on the cross for our sins, and rose again 3 days later. See, this is how I
know the demons are talking through you. Because of what you say.
The father of this world resides in our minds, but the Heavenly Father resides in our hearts. He's
waiting for each and every one of us to love Him, and to trust in Him.
It's a hard thing to do, put your trust in someone. But this Someone is not just anybody. He is the
one true God. The only One who CAN save us. Open your heart, just a little. See if He's really
there.
I noticed also...you used the word 'MIND' 7 times. Yet not once did you use the word 'heart'...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

Well said!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 12:13 PM
for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
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Quoting: Salt

I'm so sorry to hear that...
I've only read her words based on this thread, but it's clear there's evil going on. I just hope she
can rid herself of it through Jesus :(
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27896466
United Kingdom
11/17/2012 12:14 PM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

many will come in thy name, so the bible says. professing to do miracles etc... be careful it's a trap
GOD is the only authority.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:14 PM

John 1:5 "The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not understood it."
No More Lies
User ID: 1707881
United States
11/17/2012 12:15 PM
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the bible is not his word. It is man's word. man wrote it from recollections of memory and old tales
and stories. Jesus did not write it, it was written long after he left this world, 115 years after his
birth into it. He did not die on the Cross, he survived it.
The greatest teaching of Jesus, that The FAther is WITHIN you, goes unrecognized and it made
the bible of the few that made it. Those 2 legged devils on this world have seriously mucked the
teaching Jesus gave.
One must learn to ignore what is not true in the bible, and stay in contact with the Father that is
right in ones mind.
The Father does not reside in some high heaven out there away from Man. The Father resides
right within each Mans' MIND, for the Father is MIND and communicates no other way, than by
MIND TO MIND contact.
I am always amazed as how people in church look up at the sky as they sing their songs. God is
not up there. HE is within all humans, and infact all things, but he sends a parcel of his MIND to
YOUR MINDS to advise you and in your mind is the last place most LOOK for God, they go read
mucked up books.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible is God's Word. It was written by man FILLED with the Holy Spirit. Through the ages
Satan has warped and twisted the minds and hearts of men to use God's Word to his own ends.
That doesn't mean it's not the Truth.
And yes, Jesus DID die on the cross for our sins, and rose again 3 days later. See, this is how I
know the demons are talking through you. Because of what you say.
The father of this world resides in our minds, but the Heavenly Father resides in our hearts. He's
waiting for each and every one of us to love Him, and to trust in Him.
It's a hard thing to do, put your trust in someone. But this Someone is not just anybody. He is the
one true God. The only One who CAN save us. Open your heart, just a little. See if He's really
there.
I noticed also...you used the word 'MIND' 7 times. Yet not once did you use the word 'heart'...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

Well said!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

+1
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:17 PM
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2 Thessalonians 2
2 Now concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him,
we ask you, brothers, 2 not to be quickly shaken in mind or alarmed, either by a spirit or a spoken
word, or a letter seeming to be from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has come. 3 Let no
one deceive you in any way. For that day will not come, unless the rebellion comes first, and the
man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of destruction, 4 who opposes and exalts himself against
every so-called god or object of worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God,
proclaiming himself to be God. 5 Do you not remember that when I was still with you I told you
these things? 6 And you know what is restraining him now so that he may be revealed in his time.
7 For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work. Only he who now restrains it will do so until
he is out of the way. 8 And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will kill
with the breath of his mouth and bring to nothing by the appearance of his coming. 9 The coming
of the lawless one is by the activity of Satan with all power and false signs and wonders, 10 and
with all wicked deception for those who are perishing, because they refused to love the truth and
so be saved. 11 Therefore God sends them a strong delusion, so that they may believe what is
false, 12 in order that all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in
unrighteousness.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27929741
Germany
11/17/2012 12:18 PM
Uriel said they are here to protect and save and to maintain and bring peace. Because it is not
permitted to do war.
He had fair hair and had a sword in his right hand. You couldnt see the blade just the light. Like in
star wars. It shone like sunlight.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

"Looks at WW1 WW2"
Right !!!!!
Stefan Parlow
User ID: 1068734
Austria
11/17/2012 12:20 PM
Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
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Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:22 PM

...

she goes "there" because she is enraged and full of evil thoughts. revenge and manipulative
games are the operative. the true sign of a cultist.
Quoting: Salt

Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

agreed and very true.
for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
Quoting: Salt

I'm sorry for your loss Salt
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You are loved by me, and many others, but most of all by God the Father and Jesus the Son!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

awww, thank you very much!
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:23 PM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Nope....
No More Lies
User ID: 1707881
United States
11/17/2012 12:23 PM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
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intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

You are channeling a familiar spirit dude...NOT the Lord Jesus. THE Jesus is not coming in space
ship.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:23 PM

for those of you who don't know... my husband passed away a couple years ago. By candace
saying what she did, she has revealed how nasty she can get with her words.
Quoting: Salt

I'm so sorry to hear that...
I've only read her words based on this thread, but it's clear there's evil going on. I just hope she
can rid herself of it through Jesus :(
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 12:24 PM
It does not have to be SAID. Those that came here en mass to destroy the message of Uriel for
any reason, wish war. It is that simple. There are in fact many zionist Christians supporting the
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false state of Israel, what think war must happen to bring jesus back. Back to WHAT? if the world
is destroyed what is there to come back too? There is intense mindlessness here. INTENSE. Now
grow up all you mindless ones. your devils on two legs have been busy in Christianity since they
created the word 'Jew"s for themselves in the 1700's and then went about changing your bible
and everything taught in your churches, and on your radio stations and thru your music, and so on
and so forth. Christianity has become the biggest GROUP threat to the coming of the Lord and
Peace on this world Jesus did not create this religion, others did.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Destroying the message of Uriel isn't wishing war on anyone. If you really DO believe what was
said in the dream then by all means, read it again. It never said it was going to stop war anyway.
Just that it wasn't permitted. Backtalk for "I want to sound holy and helpful, but in reality I'm giving
you a false sense of security so that when the S does really HTF you'll be so shocked and afraid
you'll do anything to survive"
And I'm no Zionist. I believe in Christ. I don't go to church, in fact, I was backsliding for a while
there. Still am. I smoke, I swear, I'm human! But I'm getting back to the narrow path...in God's
time. I'm learning everyday.
Jesus isn't coming back for land. That's Satan's domain. He's coming back for His children. Plain
and simple.
Your worldly lord and master is panicking. No-one knows when Jesus will come back, not even
Satan. And he knows he's a goner when it happens. I just hope and pray he won't be taking you
with him.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:25 PM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow
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well, you fell for the latest trend in deception, hook line and sinker.
do a 180 degree flip on that thinking and you will be right on track.
remember, the antichrist will be a counterfeit Christ. He will be convincing that even the elect will
be fooled.
but, Jesus said, my sheep know my voice.
do not fall for the counterfeit Christ.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 12:26 PM
Remember Salt, by practicing the occult, she opened many doorways (thereby giving legal
ground) for spirits of filth to indwell her. They cloud her mind, bringing strong delusions or
grandeur, deifying the flesh, while corrupting the spirit. These, I believe, are the reasons we find
so many warnings in the OT and NT about not trying to contact the spirit world. Our only guide or
interaction with the spirit world should be through what the Holy Spirit gives us.
I pray for her that these doorways are closed and that God the Father and Christ the Son, through
the Holy Spirit allows her to find the one true path, which is God, through Jesus Christ.
My prayers for her are in faith, but ultimately, the gift of free will means she will have to seek it with
the Lord if it is to happen.
@Candace - peace, love, good wishes and prayers for you...I despise the teachings, but love you
as a sister in Christ!
Quoting: Brother in Christ

Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:26 PM
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1 John 4:1 "Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are
from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world."
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:27 PM

It does not have to be SAID. Those that came here en mass to destroy the message of Uriel for
any reason, wish war. It is that simple. There are in fact many zionist Christians supporting the
false state of Israel, what think war must happen to bring jesus back. Back to WHAT? if the world
is destroyed what is there to come back too? There is intense mindlessness here. INTENSE. Now
grow up all you mindless ones. your devils on two legs have been busy in Christianity since they
created the word 'Jew"s for themselves in the 1700's and then went about changing your bible
and everything taught in your churches, and on your radio stations and thru your music, and so on
and so forth. Christianity has become the biggest GROUP threat to the coming of the Lord and
Peace on this world Jesus did not create this religion, others did.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Destroying the message of Uriel isn't wishing war on anyone. If you really DO believe what was
said in the dream then by all means, read it again. It never said it was going to stop war anyway.
Just that it wasn't permitted. Backtalk for "I want to sound holy and helpful, but in reality I'm giving
you a false sense of security so that when the S does really HTF you'll be so shocked and afraid
you'll do anything to survive"
And I'm no Zionist. I believe in Christ. I don't go to church, in fact, I was backsliding for a while
there. Still am. I smoke, I swear, I'm human! But I'm getting back to the narrow path...in God's
time. I'm learning everyday.
Jesus isn't coming back for land. That's Satan's domain. He's coming back for His children. Plain
and simple.
Your worldly lord and master is panicking. No-one knows when Jesus will come back, not even
Satan. And he knows he's a goner when it happens. I just hope and pray he won't be taking you
with him.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27788966

+10000
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 12:27 PM
...

Back again SAlt, will I am not going to enable you at this time. I will not enable that you forgot who
you are, by my posting I am trying to awaken you to your origins so you can actually server. Go
back to thy marriage beloved and ponder.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Quoting: Salt

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:28 PM
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...

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Quoting: Salt

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 12:29 PM
To those that believe or maybe have been deceived into believing that this beautiful creation that
God took great care to make perfect can be used, soiled, destroyed and thrown away for
whatever purpose last but not least to bring the Kingdom, how ridiculous is that?
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Remember what was written before destruction of earth was even in any way plausable or
imaginable

New International Version (©1984)
revelation 11.18
The nations were angry; and your wrath has come. The time has come for judging the dead, and
for rewarding your servants the prophets and your saints and those who reverence your name,
both small and great--and for destroying those who destroy the earth."
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 12:29 PM

Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Thank you for that part, but the rest of it is not faked beloved, it was promised teaching and My
guess is you never read any of it. There is nothing faked about Christ MIchael, MY TEAM
MEMBERS (besides myself) have ample experience directly with HIM. Christ MIchael is spoken of
in revelations even, you know that part about MIchael and HIS ANGELS, remember, I assume you
read that part. HIS ANGELS are the arch angels that HE and MOTHER CREATED, as mentioned.
Christ Michael is real, WE, quite a few of us go often to craft for the meetings, nothing invented at
all. We KNOW because we KNOW. Nesara failed, yes, the thugs keep "stealing" from the
Foundation Divine and the lighted ones walking in the united states, kept being deaded etc. and
could not get it thru, because of global control of the beast. the Khazars. It was canceled some
time ago. Jupiter ignition is real, I have seen the SUN JUPITER< and NASA even posted its baby
pics. I always was given as final proof, Star SHIP jupiter turning off its lights, and I assure you,
Jupiter planet cannot so such a thing.
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Now do not put down the UB unless you READ it PERSONALLY, every last page. for you cannot
put it down if you did not read it.
Michael of Nebadon, is back and personally supervising this whole show, and sharing the job with
Esu, the other one who shared the body back then. Esu has special roles and will be in fact, for
about 1000 years, planetary prince, in sharing with Machiventa Melchizedek, the Melchizedek
who came at the time of of Abraham, and put down a nuclear war at that time. Those people there
in Israel region at that time were fuckups.
the UB was a gift, allowed by our Avonal son from Paradise, who has been here since about 1200
AD. Man has NO COSMOSOLOGY of measure, although some of the "holy books" have bits and
pieces. The bible has practically none and what is in it is confused.
Those of you Left Behind after the 3DD's will be getting the truth.
MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 12:31 PM
M't:7:20:
Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
Jas:2:14:
What doth it profit,
my brethren,
though a man say he hath faith,
and have not works?
can faith save him?
Jas:2:15:
If a brother or sister be naked,
and destitute of daily food,
Jas:2:16:
And one of you say unto them,
Depart in peace,
be ye warmed and filled;
notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are needful to the body;
what doth it profit?
Jas:2:17:
Even so faith,
if it hath not works,
is dead, being alone.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:34 PM
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...

How dare you even go there.......you're stepping into the lowest territory, even for you Candace.
I won't sit by and watch that happen. You know full well what I"m talking about.
This is an all time low for you Candace. Stop now.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Quoting: Salt

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

aww you mad?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 12:34 PM
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M't:7:20:
Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
Jas:2:14:
What doth it profit,
my brethren,
though a man say he hath faith,
and have not works?
can faith save him?
Jas:2:15:
If a brother or sister be naked,
and destitute of daily food,
Jas:2:16:
And one of you say unto them,
Depart in peace,
be ye warmed and filled;
notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are needful to the body;
what doth it profit?
Jas:2:17:
Even so faith,
if it hath not works,
is dead, being alone.
Quoting: MHz

thankyou for this post for all those that claim their works don't matter, for it is by works that one is
judged and by works for God that one builds their soul.
Christians, read it, there it is. Where are your works? Those of you who posted against URIEL in
this thread, your faith appears rather dead. That 911 has not been exposed, that so many of you
continue to play the party system and will not come out of that, that 20+ million have been
genocided since 911 in the middle east if proof of your DEAD Faith, there are not works to uplift
this world by you.
Orange
User ID: 27099241
Canada
11/17/2012 12:35 PM
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1 John 4:1 "Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are
from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world."
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Be careful that you do not refuse to listen to the One who is speakingHebrews 12.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 12:35 PM
...

i am married to Christ. so, yes, I will stay in that marriage.
Thanks!
Quoting: Salt

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
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Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:36 PM

...

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

You're wrong, but have a nice day anyway.
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